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For almost two thousand years, the pottery made by the Indians of America's Southwest has

remained a vital art. Today, more than twenty Pueblos and tribes make pottery within the tradition,

each with a distinctive style. Many of those local styles have persisted for hundreds of years. In

prehistory, beautiful pieces had high trade value, and the finest contemporary pieces command

prices appropriate to fine art of any type. Potters like Nampeyo, Maria Martinez and Juan Quezada

achieved worldwide fame. Yet despite its history and the skill of its artists, Southwestern Indian

pottery remains surprisingly easy to collect. This book introduces the art from its beginnings to the

present and displays examples that describe how America's first important art form grew into one of

the world's most accessible treasures.
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Rich photography and well-researched text presented in a lively manner. Allan and Carol Hayes'

previous titles whetted my appetite, and the in-depth treatment of the subject in this little book has

delivered both taste and substance. I particularly liked the glimpses of the art and craft of pottery as

it was and is practiced by its masters. I remember the precious lumps of red clay provided by my

third-grade teacher, Miss Leonard. I remember the slippery snakes that I coiled into my own fat little

bowl. Thank you Allan and Carol Hayes for bringing that experience back to me.



Very good book,I am a Native Potter so I am interested in all forms of North American Indian

pottery.The descriptions are very detailed and the photos are well done.I would encourage anyone

interested in pottery of any kind to buy this book.

Very well written book on the history of ceramic produced by the Native Americans Southwest

tribes. Photography is at the top of the scale for this type of ceramics book. Great addition to any art

library. Seller gets a 100% approval on how they handled the shipping.

This book is intended for collectors but I am a beginning potter. I bought the book for the pictures of

the pots, which are very nice as far as they go, but when I can afford a more expensive book I will

get one with pictures of individual pots instead of "group photos" that make it hard to study individual

pots. Still, the text is informative about the cultural context of the pots and the photographs are

professionaly produced to high standards.

Perfect Valentine's Day gift to explain some of the different types of pottery for my boyfriend. he just

recently started collecting pieces and this gives him a better idea of what to look for.

Another great book on SW pottery. I highly recommend this book for anyone with an interest in

Native American pottery. Very informative and photos are well organized and well done.

We collect Southwestern pottery and this is a great resource. The photographs are exceptionally

nice. I use this book for reference in my painting
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